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Psychology courses have long served to open undergraduate students’ eyes to many issues critical to modern society: racial bias and gender bias, cultural diversity, aging, principles of learning and education, intergroup conflict, stress and coping, mental illness, and brain disorders including Alzheimer’s disease. Conspicuously absent from this list, though, is the human impact on the natural environment.

The changing environment is one of the gravest challenges facing us in the 21st century. The 2018 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report underscores the perilous situation we are in with regard to climate change, and it highlights the need for aggressive action. With effects of climate change already evident in many areas globally, the report urges “rapid and far-reaching transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings, transport, and cities” to limit warming to 1.5°C. Many other environmental challenges loom as well, including waste management and air and water pollution. Another of these is overpopulation, which can lead to disease, conflict, migration, degradation of natural resources, and loss of biodiversity.

As we educate our students to be informed citizens and future leaders, they must be prepared to take on these challenges. Problems related to the environment are usually addressed in university curricula only in areas such as earth and environmental sciences or civil and environmental engineering. Courses in
these areas reach only a small fraction of college students. Equally problematic is the fact that such courses only address part of the puzzle. All human-caused environmental problems are, by definition, rooted in human behavior. It is human ways of living that create excessive carbon dioxide emissions, pollution, waste, over-harvesting, population growth, and so on.

Because human behavior is at the root of these environmental problems, science and technology alone cannot create the solutions we need. Behaviors that affect the environment are driven by human perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, communications, motivations, choices, and decisions. To create solutions, there must be a belief in the need for change, the will to make and sustain change, and effective means of creating change. This point is made salient as current United States political leadership at the highest levels deny the problems caused by climate change (De La Garza, 2019; Greshko et al., 2019).

In short, the root causes of environmental problems lie squarely within the domain of psychological science, as do their solutions. Psychology departments must play a key role in preparing students to lead the world toward a more sustainable future.

So why has the environment been so absent from undergraduate education in psychology? Deborah Winter published the first text on the topic in 1996 (Ecological Psychology: Healing the Split Between Planet and Self), but few other materials existed to provide a foundation for psychology courses. Fortunately, the situation has now changed. A rich research literature has developed in the areas of cognitive, behavioral, social, personality, and motivation psychology, and the meta-discipline of conservation psychology, aimed at understanding determinants of pro- and anti-environmental behaviors.

In addition, researchers have investigated the therapeutic effects of interactions with nature and other aspects of the human connection to nature. The growth of these research literatures has, in turn, allowed for the development of more textbooks. Together, these resources will aid those who wish to develop teaching materials appropriate for any level of coursework.

A course on the psychology of sustainability can be constructed that covers contributions across areas within psychology. Alternatively, a course in a traditional area such as social psychology can adopt an environmental theme. Such courses have the potential to attract not only psychology majors but students from environmental science, environmental studies, and environmental engineering who otherwise lack exposure to the psychological dimensions of environmental issues. Sustainability can also be readily integrated within courses that retain most of their traditional content (e.g., social or cognitive psychology surveys) by incorporating a unit on sustainability, and sustainability topics can be introduced in methodology courses to illustrate research methods and statistical analyses or provide the focus for experiential learning projects.

With these varied opportunities, every department can ensure that students complete their undergraduate experience with an understanding of how principles of psychological science feed into environmental problems and solutions.
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**Resources for Educators**

**Textbooks**


**Online Materials**

Scott and Koger’s “Teaching Psychology for Sustainability” website provides many valuable resources, including course syllabi with diverse emphases: [https://www.teachgreenpsych.com/](https://www.teachgreenpsych.com/)

Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE): [https://www.aashe.org/](https://www.aashe.org/)

**Research Articles**

The major journals in cognitive, social, personality, and motivation psychology, along with those aimed at broad audiences, such as *Psychological Science* and *Perspectives on Psychological Science*, are outlets for much recent research.

*Environment and Behavior* and *Ecopsychology* are specialty journals in the area, and psychological
research also appears in journals such as *Climate Change* and *Nature Climate Change* as well in journals on risk analysis and communication.

**Further Reading**

[https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aal1931](https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aal1931)

[https://doi.org/10.1089/eco.2012.0062](https://doi.org/10.1089/eco.2012.0062)
